ABSTRACT. Let X be a singular affine normal variety with coordinate ring R and assume that there is an R-order Λ admitting a stability structure θ such that the scheme of θ-semistable representations is smooth, then we construct a partial desingularization of X with classifiable remaining singularities. In dimension 3 this explains the omnipresence of conifold singularities in partial desingularizations of quotient singularities. In higher dimensions we have a small list of singularity types generalizing the role of the conifold singularity.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we want to give a ringtheoretical explanation for the omnipresence of conifold singularities in partial desingularizations of three-dimensional quotient singularities coming from physics (see for example [1] and [8] ) and to generalize this phenomenon to higher dimensions. For a translation between physics language and the mathematical terms used in this paper, we refer to section 4 of our previous paper [6] .
If X = C 3 /G is a three-dimensional quotient singularity, one consider the McKay quiver setting (Q, α) of the finite group G and the order over C[X] Λ = CQ R obtained by dividing out commuting matrix relations, see for example [9] . One then chooses a stability structure θ such that the moduli space moduli θ α Λ of isomorphism classes of θ-semistable α-dimensional Λ-representations is a partial resolution of X. In fact, in most examples, one even has that the scheme rep θ−semist α Λ of θ-semistable α-dimensional representations is a smooth variety. In this paper we will show that this condition implies that possible remaining singularities in the (partial) desingularization moduli θ α Λ --X must be of conifold type. Moreover, we will extend this setting to higher dimensions.
Let X be an affine normal variety with coordinate ring R = C[X] and function field K = C(X). Let Λ be an R-order in central simple K-algebra Σ of dimension n 2 . We say that Λ is a smooth R-order if the scheme trep n Λ of trace preserving n-dimensional Λ-representations is a smooth variety. However, this is a very restrictive condition and usually an order Λ will have a non-zero defect (to be defined in §2) to smoothness.
Still, if Λ has a complete set of orthogonal idempotents {e 1 , . . . , e k } we have a welldefined dimension vector α = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) ∈ N k (where a i = tr Λ (e i )) such that trep n Λ ≃ GL n × GL(α) rep α Λ Let θ ∈ Z k such that θ.α = 0 then we define an α-dimensional Λ-representation V ∈ rep α Λ to be θ-semistable if for all Λ-subrepresentations W of V we have θ.β ≥ 0 where β is the dimension vector of W . The set of all α-dimensional θ-semistable representations rep construct of sheaf A of smooth orders over the corresponding moduli space moduli θ α Λ (parametrizing isomorphism classes of semistable α-dimensional representations) giving a commutative diagram G G G G X = spec R Here, spec A is a non-commutative variety obtained by gluing affine non-commutative structure sheaves (spec Λ D , O nc ΛD ) together. The map c is defined locally by intersecting a prime ideal with its center and π is a projective morphism. As A is a sheaf of smooth orders, one can view the resulting map φ as a non-commutative desingularization of X.
A good setting (Λ, α, θ) also limits the types of remaining singularities in the partial desingularization π. If dim X = 3, the moduli space can have worst have conifold singularities, and in dimension 4, 5 resp. 6 there is a full classification of the possible remaining singularities which consist of 4, 10 resp. 53 types, see [5] .
In the final section we study the special case of the conifold singularity in great detail. We give several ringtheoretical interpretations of the conifold algebra Λ c : as a skew-group ring over a polynomial ring and as a Clifford algebra. The latter description allows us to study the prime ideal structure of Λ c in great detail and determine its non-commutative structure sheaf O nc Λc . We work out its scheme of 2-dimensional representations, study the corresponding stability structures and work out the resulting desingularizations which are related by the so-called Atiyah flop.
The results contained in this paper were presented at the conference 'Schémas de Hilbert, algèbre non-commutative et correspondance de McKay' at CIRM, Luminy in october 2003, see [20] for the lecture notes.
GEOMETRY OF ORDERS
Let X be a commutative normal variety with affine coordinate ring the normal domain R = C[X] and function field K = C(X). Let Σ be a central simple K-algebra of dimension n 2 and let Λ be an R-order in Σ, that is, Λ is an R-subalgebra of Σ which is finitely generated as an R-module and such that Λ.K = Σ. Recall that there is a reduced trace map tr : Σ -K satisfying tr(Λ) = R (because R is integrally closed). Composing tr with the inclusion R ⊂ Λ we get a linear map tr Λ : Λ -Λ. In particular, if Λ = M n (R) the usual trace map induces the linear map tr Mn(R) : M n (R) -M n (R) sending a matrix A ∈ M n (R) to the diagonal matrix tr(A)1 n .
The scheme of trace preserving representations trep n Λ is the affine scheme representing the functor commalg -sets determined by trep n Λ(C) = {Λ φ -M n (C) | φ an algebra morphism and φ • tr Λ = tr Mn(C) • φ }. It is well known, see for example [21] that conjugation of M n (C) by GL n (C) makes trep n Λ into an affine GL n -variety such that the corresponding algebraic quotient map trep n Λ --trep n Λ/GL n = triss n Λ ≃ X = spec R recovers the central variety X. One can also recover the order Λ from the scheme of trace preserving representations as the algebra of GL n -equivariant maps from trep n Λ to M n (C) = A n 2 C where the latter variety is a GL n -variety under the action by conjugation, see again [21] . The notation triss n Λ is motivated by the fact that the algebraic quotient of trep n Λ by GL n classifies isomorphism classes of n-dimensional (trace preserving) semisimple representations of Λ. That is, if m ⊳ R is a maximal ideal of R with corresponding geometric point x m ∈ X, then m determines an n-dimensional semi-simple Λ-module
where the S i are simple Λ-modules of dimension d i (and occurring in M m with multiplicity e i ) such that d i e i = n. Indeed, the geometric point x m determines a trace preserving algebra map
and hence an n-dimensional Λ-module N m . The semi-simple module M m is the semisimplification of N m that is the direct sum of its Jordan-Hölder factors. We say that m (or the point x m ∈ X) is of representation-type τ (m) = (e 1 , d 1 ; . . . ; e k , d k ).
To the maximal ideal m we will associate a combinatorial tool, a quiver-setting (Q m , α m ) where Q m is the quiver on k vertices (with vertex v i corresponding to the simple component S i ) such that the number of oriented arrows from vertex v i to vertex v j is given by
and where the dimension vector α m = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) is determined by the multiplicities. By this construction we have that the space of α m -dimensional representations of Q m , rep αm Q m can be identified with the self-extension space Ext
coincides with the action of GL(α m ) on rep αm Q m by base-change. By definition of self-extensions every representation V ∈ rep αm Q m determines an algebra map
is the algebra of dual numbers. The GL(α m )-subspace of rep αm Q m consisting of all trace preserving extensions, that is such that tr Mn(C[ǫ]) • φ V = φ V • tr Λ can again be identified with the representation space of a marked quiver setting rep αm Q † m where Q † m is the same quiver as Q m except that certain loops may be removed and that some other loops may acquire a marking by which we mean that a representation of Q † m in a marked loop corresponds to a trace zero matrix, see [17] for more details. The whole point of this construction is that the normal space in M m to the closed orbit O(M m ) in the trace preserving representation space trep n Λ
can be identified with the representation space of the marked quiver and that the automorphism is one as GL(α m ) = Stab(M m ) modules. This fact allows us to define a numerical defect measuring the failure of smoothness of trep n Λ over the point x m .
Definition 2.1. The defect def m Λ of the R-order Λ in the maximal ideal m is defined to be
-Z is the Euler form of the quiver obtained from Q † m by forgetting the markings, that is, the entry (i, j) of the matrix defining χ is equal to Proof. As Λ is an R-order in an n 2 -dimensional central simple K-algebra Σ, there is a Zariski open subset azu n Λ of X of points x m such that Λ m ≃ M n (C) (the so called Azumaya locus of Λ). Over azu n Λ the algebraic quotient map trep n Λ --X is a principal PGL n -fiber whence generically the trace preserving representation scheme has dimension dim trep n Λ = dim X + n 2 − 1.
On the other hand, the dimension of the tangent space to the representation scheme in the semi-simple representation M m is equal to
m } and as dim T Mm trep n Λ ≥ dim trep n Λ it follows that def m Λ ≥ 0. Moreover, it also follows that def m Λ = 0 if and only if trep n Λ is smooth in M m . But as the singularities of trep n Λ form a GL n -closed subvariety and as O(M m ) is the unique closed orbit lying over x m (recall that closed orbits in trep n Λ are precisely the isomorphism classes of semi-simple representations) the equivalence of the two statements follows. Example 2.3. Consider the quantum plane of order two Λ = C −1 [x, y] determined by the commutation relation xy + yx = 0. If u = x 2 and v = y 2 then the center of Λ is the polynomial algebra R = C[u, v] and Λ is a free module of rank 4 over it. In fact, Λ is an R-order in the quaternion-algebra
.
The reduced trace map is determined by its images on a C-basis
if both i and j are even.
In the affine plane A 2 = spec R the Azumaya locus of Λ is azu 2 Λ = X(uv) the complement of the two coordinate axes. Let x m = (a 2 , b) ∈ X(uv) then the corresponding 2-dimensional simple representation M m is determined by
and that the corresponding algebra map
and hence is trace preserving whence the local (marked) quiver-setting (Q † m , α m ) is given by 1 4 4 p p whence the defect is equal to def m Λ = 1 − (−1) − 0 − 2 = 0 consistent with the fact that over the Azumaya locus (which is a smooth subvariety of the central scheme in this case) the algebraic quotient map is a principal PGL 2 -fibration whence trep 2 Λ will be smooth over it. For general orders Λ, if x m is a smooth point of the central variety and lies in the Azumaya locus, then def m Λ = 0.
For x m = (a 2 , 0) ∈ A 2 with a = 0 (and by a similar argument for points (0, b) with b = 0), the corresponding semi-simple representation has two non-isomorphic one-dimensional simple components
which is only trace preserving if α 2 = −α 1 so we have one linear relation among the representations and therefore the corresponding (marked) quiver-setting
and the defect is equal to def m Λ = 1 − (−1) − 0 − 2 = 0 whence also over these ramified points the trace preserving representation variety trep 2 Λ is smooth.
Remains the point x m = (0, 0) where the corresponding semi-simple representation is the zero-representation M m = S ⊕2 0 where S 0 is determined by x → 0 and y → 0. One verifies that Ext
given by
which is only trace preserving if α 4 = −α 1 and β 4 = −β 1 . Therefore the marked quiver-
and the defect is def m Λ = 1 − (−4) − 2 − 2 = 1 whence there must be a singularity of trep 2 Λ lying over x m . This is indeed the case as the geometric points of trep 2 Λ are determined by couples of 2 × 2 matrices
That is, trep 2 Λ is the hypersurface in A 6 determined by the equation
which is an irreducible 5-dimensional variety having an isolated singularity at x = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (the zero-representation).
Definition 2.4. The smooth locus of an R-order Λ is defined to be the subset of X = spec R smooth n Λ = {x m ∈ X | def m Λ = 0}.
We say that the order Λ is smooth if smooth n Λ = X, or equivalently, that trep n Λ is a smooth variety.
If X sm denotes the smooth locus of X = spec R then we have already seen that for any R-order Λ X sm ∩ azu n Λ ⊂ -smooth n Λ as the algebraic quotient map trep n Λ --X is a principal PGL n -fibration over the Azumaya locus. In fact, for many interesting classes of orders the three loci coincide, that is,
This is the case for quantum groups at roots of unity (see [18] ) and for orders associated at (deformed) preprojective algebras (see [19] ). Later on we will prove a similar result for orders associated to quotient singularities. If x m ∈ smooth n Λ we know from [17] that the marked quiver setting (Q † m , α m ) contains enough information to describe theétale local structure of X near x m (that is, the structure of the m-adic completionR m ) as well as theétale local structure of Λ near m (that is, the m-adic completionΛ m ). We recall the result and refer to [17] for proof and more details. 
where M ij is a block of size a i × a j with all entries equal to theR m -module generated by all paths in (Q † m , α m ) starting at vertex v i and ending in vertex v j . In particular, if x m ∈ smooth n Λ we can describe the finite dimensional algebra Λ m = Λ/mΛ to be Morita equivalent to the quotient of the path algebra of the underlying quiver CQ † m by the ideal generated by all cycles in Q † m . Definition 2.6. Let cat be a category of C-algebras. We say that an algebra A ∈ cat is cat-smooth if and only if for every B ∈ cat, every quotient B π --B/I in cat with I a nilpotent ideal and every algebra morphism
can be completed by an algebra morphism Aφ -B in cat.
Grothendieck proved that an affine commutative C-algebra R is commalg-smooth if and only if R is regular, that is, if and only if X = spec R is a smooth variety. Cuntz and Quillen [7] introduced quasi-free algebras as coordinate rings of non-commutative algebraic manifolds and they are precisely the alg-smooth algebras. Similarly, smooth orders are alg@n-smooth algebras where alg@n is the category of Cayley-Hamilton algebras of degree n which we will describe briefly and refer to [21] for more details.
If M ∈ M n (R) for R a commutative C-algebra, then its characteristic polynomial
is such that all its coefficients are polynomials with rational coefficients in traces of powers of M , that is,
tr A (ab) = tr A (ba) and tr A (a) b = b tr A (a) for all a, b ∈ A) then we define a formal characteristic polynomial of degree n for every a ∈ A by χ a = t n + f 1 (tr A (a), . . . , tr A (a n−1 ))t n−1 + . . . + f n (tr A (a), . . . , tr A (a n−1 )) Definition 2.7. An object of alg@n is a Cayley-Hamilton algebra of degree n, that is, a C-algebra having a trace map tr A satisfying ∀a ∈ A : χ a (a) = 0 and tr A (1) = n Morphisms A f -B in alg@n are C-algebra morphisms preserving traces, that is
We recall from [21] that A ∈ alg@n is alg@n-smooth if and only if trep n A is a smooth variety (possibly having several irreducible components). In particular, a smooth order Λ in a central simple K-algebra Σ of dimension n 2 equipped with the reduced trace map is alg@n-smooth.
Having identified smooth orders as a natural generalization of regular commutative algebras to the category of Cayley-Hamilton algebras and having a combinatorial local description of them (as well as their centers), we now turn to the associated non-commutative smooth variety. Definition 2.8. Let Λ be an R-order in a central simple K-algebra Σ of dimension n 2 , then the non-commutative spectrum, spec Λ is the set of all twosided prime ideals P of Λ (that is, the ideals satisfying aΛb ⊂ P ⇒ a or b ∈ P ). This set is equipped with the Zariski topology with typical open sets
for any twosided ideal I of Λ (see for example [23] and [24] ). The topological space spec Λ comes equipped with a non-commutative structure sheaf O nc Λ with sections on the open set X(I)
(again see [23] or [24] for a proof that this defines a sheaf of non-commutative algebras with global sections
Intersecting a twosided prime ideal P of Λ with its center gives a prime ideal of R and hence we obtain a continuous map
and if we denote with O Λ the (usual) sheaf of R-algebras on spec R associated to the R-order Λ then π c induces a morphism of sheaves of algebras
For m a maximal ideal of R we can relate the local marked quiver setting (Q † m , α m ) to the fiber π −1 c (m). This quiver setting was determined by the semi-simple n-dimensional
so the number of vertices in Q † m determines the number of maximal twosided ideals of Λ lying over m and the dimension vector α m = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) determines the so called Bergman-Small data, see [2] . The finitely many maximal twosided ideals {P 1 , . . . , P k } lying over the central point m form a clique [12] and should be thought of as points lying infinitesimally close together in spec Λ. The marked quiver Q † encodes this infinitesimal information. If m is a central singularity, the hope is that one can use these finitely many infinitesimally close points to separate tangent information in m rather than having to resort to the full blown-up of m. In the next section we will give some examples when this noncommutative approach to desingularization actually works.
and consider the order
where m = (x) ⊳ R, that is x m = 0. For every point λ = 0 there is a unique maximal twosided ideal of Λ lying over m λ = (x − λ) with quotient M 2 (C). For this reason we say that X − {0} is the Azumaya locus of Λ. On the other hand, the ramification locus of Λ is the closed subset {0} = V(x) and there are two maximal ideals of Λ lying over m
and the quotients are Λ/M 1 ≃ C ≃ Λ/M 2 whence they determine both a one-dimensional Λ-representation. That is, the canonical continuous map
is a homeomorphism over X(x) and there are precisely two (infinitesimally close) points lying over V(x). The corresponding (marked) quiver setting is
and so the defect def m Λ = 0. Remark that in all other maximal ideals m λ the local (marked) quiver setting is 1 Ó Ó which also has zero defect so Λ is a smooth order and hence trep 2 Λ is a smooth variety. We now turn to the structure sheaves O Λ and O (nc)
Λ . The central structure sheaf is just given by central localization and therefore we find for its stalks
Over the Azumaya locus the non-commutative structure sheaf O nc Λ coincides with the central structure sheaf. The stalks in the two points lying over m can be computed to be
both of them being Azumaya algebras. Hence, we have the slightly surprising fact that the non-commutative structure sheaf O nc Λ over spec Λ is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras whereas Λ itself is ramified in m. Observe that the stalk in m of the central structure sheaf is the intersection of the two Azumaya stalks of the non-commutative structure sheaf.
MODULI SPACES
In this section, Λ will be an R-order in a central simple K-algebra of dimension n 2 and m will be a singularity of spec R = X. W want to use Λ to resolve the singularity in m.
As we are only interested in theétale local structure of the singularity in m we may restrict attention toΛ m or more generally it is only theétale local structure of Λ that is important. Hence, we may assume that Λ is split as far as possible, or equivalently, that we have a complete set {e 1 , . . . , e k } of orthogonal idempotents in Λ. That is the e i satisfy
We denote this
-Λ we can restrict m-dimensional Λ representations to the semi-simple subalgebra S to obtain morphisms
where the decomposition is taken over all dimension vectors α = (a 1 , . . . .a k ) such that i a i = m and where
is the orbit of the semi-simple S-representation V α with action given by the matrices
where E i,j are the standard matrices (δ iu δ jv ) u,v ∈ M m (C). As a consequence we can also decompose the representation schemes
where rep α Λ is the scheme representing all m = i a i -dimensional representations of dimension vector α = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) on which the action by the set of idempotents {e 1 , . . . , e k } is given by the above matrices. Clearly, the reductive group GL(α) acts by base-change in the subspaces e i .V on rep α Λ and the corresponding component of rep m Λ is the principal fiber bundle
As the subgroup C * (1 a1 , . . . , 1 a k ) acts trivially on rep α Λ we are only interested in the
Remark that a Λ-subrepresentation W ⊂ V for V ∈ rep α Λ necessarily satisfies W ∈ rep β Λ for some dimension vector β ≤ α. We will now extend the definition of (semi)stable representations of quivers, due to A. King [13] to the present setting. All these definitions carry over to any affine C-algebra Λ but if Λ is an R-order in a central simple K-algebra of dimension n 2 we have the following link with the material of the previous section
where iss α Λ is the scheme representing semi-simple α-dimensional representations of Λ. Remark that the dimension vector α above is such that there are α-dimensional simple representations of Λ so that in the above inclusion of GL(α)-stable subvarieties of rep α Λ none of the subschemes is empty. From now on we fix this particular dimension vector α of total dimension n.
is said to be a θ-semi-invariant of weight l if and only if we have for all g ∈ GL(α)
where, as before, χ θ is the character of GL(α) corresponding to θ. It follows from [13] that a representation V ∈ rep α Λ is θ-semistable if and only if there is some θ-semi-invariant f of some weight l such that f (V ) = 0. Clearly, θ-semi-invariants of weight zero are just polynomial invariants in
GL(α) = R and the multiplication of θ-semi-invariants of weights l resp. l ′ is a θ-semi-invariant of weight l + l ′ . Therefore, the ring of all θ-semi-invariants
is a graded algebra with part of degree zero R = C[iss α Λ]. Consequently, we have a projective morphism
such that all fibers of π are projective varieties. The main results of π are proved as in [13] .
Theorem 3.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
Moreover, as there are simple α-dimensional Λ-representations, the morphism π is a birational projective map. 
where K is the field of fractions of R and n = #G. Moreover, Λ is Morita equivalent to the preprojective algebra which is the quotient of the path algebra of Q by the ideal generated by the moment element
For more details we refer to the lecture notes by W. Crawley-Boevey [10] . If we take θ to be a generic character such that θ.α = 0, then the projective map
is a minimal resolution of singularities. Note that the map is birational as α is the dimension vector of a simple representation of A = Π 0 , see [10] . For such a stability structure θ we have that rep θ−semist α Π 0 is a smooth variety. For consider the moment map
The differential dµ can be verified to be surjective in any representation V ∈ rep α Q which has stabilizer subgroup C * (1 e1 , . . . , 1 e k ) (a so called Schur representation) see for example [11, lemma 6.5] .
Further, any θ-stable representation is Schurian. Moreover, for a generic stability structure θ ∈ Z k we have that every θ-semistable α-dimensional representation is θ-stable as the gcd(α) = 1. Combining these facts it follows that µ −1 (0) = rep α Π 0 is smooth in all θ-stable representations. 
is the multiplicity of R i in V ⊗ R j . Let α = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) be the dimension vector where
The relevance of this quiver-setting is that
where R is the regular representation, see for example [9] . Consider Y ⊂ rep α Q the affine subvariety of all α-dimensional representations of Q for which the corresponding
Y is called the variety of commuting matrices and its defining relations can be expressed as linear equations between paths in Q evaluated in rep α Q, say (l 1 , . . . , l z ). Then, the quiver-order
is an order with center R = C[C d /G]. In fact, Λ is just the skew group algebra
Assume that the first vertex in the McKay quiver corresponds to the trivial representation. Take a character θ ∈ Z k such that t 1 < 0 and all t i > 0 for i ≥ 2, for example take
Then, the corresponding moduli space is isomorphic to
as G-modules, hence in particular I must be stable under the action of G. It is well known that the natural map As we didn't find explicit non-Abelian examples for C 3 in the literature, we include the following simplest example.
Let A 4 be the alternating group of 12 elements acting on three dimensional space C 
A, B, C and D obey the relation
whence the quotient singularity C 3 /A 4 is a hypersurface in C 4 .
The character table of the group A 4 is given by
where ρ is a primitive 3-rd root of unity and therefore the regular representation is
3 . From the character table we deduce the isomorphisms of A 4 -representations
whence the McKay quiver is of the following shape
2 ) + C(e 3 ⊗ e
3 ) (V 0 )
3 ) (V 1 )
3 ) (V 2 ) + C(e 2 ⊗ e 3 ) + C(e 3 ⊗ e 1 ) + C(e 1 ⊗ e 2 ) (V 3 ∼ u)
With respect to this basis we obtain the following three 12 × 12 matrices 
Setting the three commutators equal to 0, we obtain the constraints:
recovering the result obtained in [8] .
PARTIAL DESINGULARIZATIONS
In the previous section we have seen that in many cases of current interest one associates to a singularity m an R-order Λ and a stability structure θ for the dimension vector α such that trep n Λ = GL n × GL(α) rep α Λ, such that the Zariski open subset rep θ−semist α Λ of θ-semistable representations is a smooth variety. If this is the case we will call (Λ, α, θ) a good m-setting. In this section we will prove that to a good m-setting one associates a non-commutative desingularization of m and a partial commutative desingularization with excellent control on the remaining singularities. We will sketch the procedure in general and then give an explicit description in case Λ is a quiver-order. That is, if
for some dimension vector α such that rep α CQ/I contains (a Zariski open subset of) simple representations and where α CQ/I denotes the algebra of GL n -equivariant maps
if n is the total dimension of α.
If (Λ, α, θ) is a good m-setting we have the diagram explained in the previous section
where q is the algebraic quotient map and π is a projective birational map. To q we will assign a sheaf of smooth orders A on moduli 
is a smooth GL(α)-affine variety, we have that
is a smooth GL n -variety and therefore Λ D is indeed a smooth order. Taking as sections
we obtain a sheaf of smooth orders on moduli θ α Λ. We will construct the orders Λ D explicitly if Λ is a quiver-order α CQ/I.
Because moduli
GL(α),θ we need control on the generators of all θ-semi-invariants. Such a generating set was found by Aidan Schofield and Michel Van den Bergh in [22] : determinantal semi-invariants. In order to define them we have to introduce some notation first.
Reorder the vertices in Q such that the entries of θ are separated in three strings
and let θ be such that θ.α = 0. Fix a nonzero weight l ∈ N and take arbitrary natural numbers {l i+1 , . . . , l j }. Consider a rectangular matrix L with
. . .
in which each entry of L r,c is a linear combination of oriented paths in the quiver Q with starting vertex v c and ending vertex v r .
The relevance of this is that we can evaluate L at any representation V ∈ rep α Λ and obtain a square matrix L(V ) as θ.α = 0. More precisely, if V i is the vertex-space of V at vertex v i (that is, V i has dimension e i ), then evaluating L at V gives a linear map
and L(V ) is a square N × N matrix where
So we can consider D(V ) = detL(V ) and verify that D is a GL(α)-semi-invariant polynomial on rep α Λ of weight χ l θ . The result of [22] asserts that these determinantal semiinvariants are algebra generators of the graded algebra
Observe that this result is to semi-invariants what the result of [16] is to invariants. In fact, one can deduce the latter from the first.
We have seen that a representation V ∈ rep α Λ is θ-semistable if and only if some semi-invariant of weight χ l θ for some l is non-zero on it. This proves 
Analogous to the rectangular matrix L we define a rectangular matrix N with
filled with new variables and define an extended quiver Q D where we adjoin for each entry in N r,c an additional arrow from v c to v r and denote it with the corresponding variable from N .
Let I 1 (resp. I 2 ) be the set of relations in CQ D determined from the matrix-equations
where (v i ) nj is the square n j × n j matrix with v i on the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. Define a new quiver order
In fact, the construction of Λ D is nothing but a universal localization in the category alg@α, which is the subcategory of alg@n consisting of all S = C × . . . × C k -algebras with trace map specified by α.
That is, take P i = v i Λ be the projective right ideal associated to vertex v i , then L determines a Λ-module morphism
The algebra map Λ φ -Λ D is universal in alg@α with respect to L ⊗ φ being invertible, that is, if Λ ψ -B is a morphism in alg@α such that L ⊗ ψ is an isomorphism of right B-modules, then there is a unique map in alg@α Λ D u -B such that ψ = u • φ. We claim to have the following situation
which follows from the next lemma. Proof. 1 ⇒ 2 : Because L(V ) is invertible we can take N (V ) to be its inverse and decompose it into blocks corresponding to the new arrows in Q D . This then defines the unique extensionṼ ∈ rep α Q D of V . AsṼ satisfies I (because V does) and I 1 and
RestrictṼ to the arrows of Q to get a V ∈ rep α Q. AsṼ (and hence V ) satisfies I, V ∈ rep α Λ. Moreover, V is such that L(V ) is invertible (this follows because V satisfies I 1 and I 2 ). Hence, D(V ) = 0 and because D is a θ-semi-invariant it follows that V is an α-dimensional θ-semistable representation of Λ. An alternative method to see this is as follows. Assume that V is not θ-semistable and let V ′ ⊂ V be a subrepresentation such that θ.dimV ′ < 0. Consider the restriction of the linear map L(V ) to the subrepresentation V ′ and look at the commuting diagram
As θ.dimV ′ < 0 the top-map must have a kernel which is clearly absurd as we know that L(V ) is invertible.
The universal property of the universal localizations Λ D allows us to glue these orders together into a coherent sheaf on moduli θ α Λ. Let Λ D1 (resp. Λ D2 ) be the order constructed from a rectangular matrix L 1 (resp. L 2 ), then we can construct the direct sum map L = L 1 ⊕ L 2 for which the corresponding semi-invariant D = D 1 D 2 . As Λ -Λ D makes the projective module morphisms associated to L 1 and L 2 into an isomorphism we have uniquely determined maps in alg@α In general, there may remain singularities in moduli θ α Λ but then have been fully classified in dimensions ≤ 6 and reduction steps exists which prove that in each dimension there is a finite list of such possible remaining singularities. We will recall these steps briefly, the starting point being the local marked quiver setting (Q † , α) associated to a point n ∈ moduli θ α Λ. Remark that n ∈ X D for some D and as Λ D is a smooth order in alg@n the defect def n Λ D = 0 so the local marked quiver setting determines theétale local structure of moduli θ α Λ near n. The reduction steps below were discovered by R. Bocklandt in his Ph.D. thesis [3] (see also [4] ) in which he classifies quiver settings having a regular ring of invariants. These steps were slightly extended in [5] in order to classify central singularities of smooth orders.
where c ij = a i b j (observe that some of the incoming and outgoing vertices may be the same so that one obtains loops in the corresponding vertex). One is allowed to make this reduction step provided either of the following conditions is met
(observe that if we started off from a marked quiver setting (Q † , α) coming from an order, then these inequalities must actually be equalities). 
loop removal
removing one loop in v and keeping the same dimension vector.
Loop removal
If the local situation in v is such that there is exactly one (marked) loop in v, the dimension vector in v is k ≥ 2 and there is exactly one arrow leaving v and this to a vertex with dimension vector 1, then one is allowed to make the reduction R
Similarly, if there is one (marked) loop in v and α v = k ≥ 2 and there is only one arrow arriving at v coming from a vertex of dimension vector 1, then one is allowed to make the reduction
The relevance of these reduction rules is that if
where z is the sum of all loops removed in R The following result is a slight adaptation of Bocklandt's main result [4] . 
The Azumaya points are such that Z(Q † n , α n ) = 1 hence the singular locus of moduli θ α Λ is contained in the ramification locus of A but may be strictly smaller.
To classify the central singularities of smooth orders we may reduce to zero-settings (Q † , α) = Z(Q † , α). For such a setting we have for all vertices v i the inequalities
and the dimension of the central variety can be computed from the Euler-form χ Q . This gives us an estimate of d = dim X = dim moduli θ α Λ which is very efficient to classify the singularities in low dimensions.
In this sum the contribution of a vertex v with α v = a is determined by the number of (marked) loops in v. By the reduction steps (marked) loops only occur at vertices where
For example, this shows that there are no central singularities in dimension d = 2 and that for d = 3 the only reduced singular setting is
The ring of polynomial invariants R α Q † is generated by traces along oriented cycles in Q † so is generated by the invariants
Hence, the onlyétale type of central singularity in dimension three is the conifold singularity.
can have at most three vertices. If there is just one, its dimension must be 1 (smooth setting) or 2 in which case the only new type is
• which is again a smooth setting. If there are two vertices, both must have dimension 1 and have at least two incoming and outgoing arrows as in the previous example. The only new type that occurs is
for which one calculates as before the ring of invariants to be
If there are three vertices all must have dimension 1 and each vertex must have at least two incoming and two outgoing arrows. There are just two such possibilities in dimension 4
The corresponding rings of polynomial invariants are
where R 2 is the ideal generated by all 2 × 2 minors of the matrix
In [5] it was proved that there are exactly ten types of smooth order central singularities in dimension d = 5 and 53 in dimension d = 6.
THE CONIFOLD ALGEBRA
Quiver-diagrams play an important role in stringtheory as they encode intersection information of so called wrapped D-branes (higher dimensional strings) in Calabi-Yau manifolds. One of the earliest models, studied by I. R. Klebanov and E. Witten [14] , was based on the conifold singularity (see previous section). A D3-brane is a three-dimensional (over the real numbers R) submanifold of a Calabi-Yau manifold and as this is a six-dimensional (again over the real numbers) manifold it follows that two D3-branes in sufficiently general position intersect each other in a finite number of points. If one wraps two sufficiently general D3-branes around a conifold singularity, their intersection data will be encoded in the quiver-diagram
Without going into details (for more information see [1] ) one can associate to such a quiverdiagram a non-commutative algebra describing the vacua with respect to a certain superpotential which is a suitable linear combination of oriented cycles in the quiver-diagram. In the case of two D3-branes wrapped around a conifold singularity one obtains :
Definition 5.1. The conifold algebra Λ c is the non-commutative affine C-algebra generated by three non-commuting variables X, Y and Z and satisfying the following relations
That is, Λ has a presentation
where [A, B] = AB − BA denotes the commutator. One sometimes encounters another presentation of Λ c as
but as Z is a unit, it is easily seen that both presentations give isomorphic C-algebras. In fact, the conifold algebra is a skew group algebra
for some automorphism σ and σ-derivation δ. In particular, Λ c is a regular algebra of dimension three.
Proof. Consider the subalgebra S of Λ c generated by X and Y , that is
Then clearly x and y are central elements of S as is z =
Now, consider theÖre extension
This means that z is a central element of S ′ and that Y X = σ(X)Y + δ(X) = −XY + 2z whence the map
is an isomorphism. By standard results, the center of S ′ is equal to
whence the three elements are algebraically independent. Consider the automorphism defined by φ(X) = −X and φ(Y ) = −Y on S, then the conifold algebra can be written as the skew group ring Λ c ≃ S#Z/2Z As Z(S) = C[x, y, z] is fixed under φ the elements x = x#1, y = y#1 and z = z#1 are central in Λ c and as S ′ is free over Z(S ′ ) with basis
If C is a commutative C-algebra and if M q is a symmetric m × m matrix with entries in C, then we have a bilinear form on the free C-module V = C ⊕ . . . ⊕ C of rank m defined by
The associated Clifford algebra Cl q (V ) is then the quotient of the tensor algebra T C (V ) = C v 1 , . . . , v m where {v 1 , . . . , v m } is a basis of the free C-module V and the defining relations are
As an example, the algebra S ≃ S ′ constructed in the above proof is the Clifford algebra of the binary quadratic form over C = C[x, y, z]
As the entries of the symmetric variable are independent variables, we call this algebra the generic binary Clifford algebra, see [15] for more details and the structure of higher generic Clifford algebras. Whereas C = C[x, y, z] is a central subalgebra of Λ c , the center itself is strictly larger. Take D = XY Z − Y XZ and verify that
and a similar calculation shows that DY = Y D and DZ = ZD. Moreover, D / ∈ C[x, y, z]. Indeed, in the description Λ c ≃ S#Z/2Z we have that
Moreover, we have that
Lemma 5.4. The center R c of the conifold algebra Λ c is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the conifold singularity
Proof. Let Z be the central subalgebra generated by x, y, z and D, then a representation of Z is
where the second isomorphism comes from the following change of coordinates
As a consequence Z is the coordinate ring of the conifold singularity and is in particular integrally closed. As Λ c is a finite module over Z it follows that if Z = R c then the field of fractions L of R c would be a proper extension of the field of fractions K of Z. This can be contradicted using classical results on Clifford algebras over fields. To begin, note that as the ternary form
has square-free determinant xy − z 2 / ∈ C(x, y, z) * 2 , the Clifford algebra over the rational field C(x, y, z)
is a central simple algebra of dimension 4 over its center K ′ which is a quadratic field extension of C(x, y, z) determined by adjoining the square root of the determinant. As with the following fiber information :
Proof. For P = (a, b, c) ∈ A 3 the quotient of Λ c by the extended two-sided ideal Λ c n P is the Clifford algebra Cl P over C of the ternary quadratic form
and the elements of φ −1 (n P ) are the two-sided maximal ideals of Cl P . We can diagonalize the symmetric matrix, that is there is a base-change matrix M ∈ GL 3 such that
(with uv = ab − c 2 ) and hence Cl P ≃ Cl Q . The Clifford algebra Cl Q is the 8-dimensional C-algebra generated by x 1 , x 2 and x 3 satisfying the defining relations
and
If uv = 0 then B Q is a non-degenerate ternary quadratic form with determinant a square in C * whence Cl Q is the direct sum of two copies of M 2 (C). If uv = 0, say u = 0 and v = 0, then x 1 generates a nilpotent two-sided ideal of Cl Q and the quotient is the Clifford algebra of the non-degenerate binary quadratic form
as any such algebra is a quaternion algebra. Finally, if both u = 0 = v then the two-sided ideal I generated by x 1 and x 2 is nilpotent and the quotient
As the maximal ideals of a non-commutative algebra R and of a quotient R/I by a nilpotent ideal I coincide, the statements follow. Proof. The inclusion C[x, y, z] ⊂ R c determines a two-fold cover
which is ramified over V(z 2 − xy). That is, if P = (a, b, c) / ∈ V(z 2 − xy) then there are exactly two points lying over it
On the other hand, if P = (a, b, c) ∈ V(z 2 − xy), then there is just one point lying over it : (a, b, c, 0). The statement then follows from combining this covering information with the composition map
which is φ in the foregoing lemma.
Observe that ψ is a homeomorphism on spec Λ c − V(x, y, z) and hence can be seen as a non-commutative birational map. If m lies in this open set then
whereas for the two maximal ideals m + = (X, Y, Z − 1) and m − = (X, Y, Z + 1) lying over the conifold singularity we have
We denote the associated one-dimensional Λ c -representations by φ + resp. φ − . It is easy to verify that these are the only one-dimensional Λ c -representations. Proof. From the defining relation Z 2 = 1 it follows that the image of Z in any finite dimensional representation has eigenvalues ±1. Hence, after simultaneous conjugation of the images of X, Y and Z we may assume that Z has one of the following three forms
The first two possibilities are easily dealt with. Here, the image of Z is a central unit so it follows from the relations XZ + ZX = 0 = Y Z + ZY as in the previous lemma that X → 0 and Y → 0. That is, these two components consist of just one point (the action of GL 2 by simultaneous conjugation fixes these matrices) corresponding to the 2-dimensional semi-simple representations
The interesting case is the third one. Because X 2 and Y 2 are central elements it follows (for example using the characteristic polynomial of 2 × 2 matrices) that in any 2-dimensional representation Λ c φ -M 2 (C) we have that tr(φ(X)) = 0 and tr(φ(Y )) = 0. Hence, the third component of rep 2 Λ c consists of those 2-dimensional representations φ such that tr(φ(X)) = 0 tr(φ(Y )) = 0 and tr(φ(Z)) = 0.
For this reason we denote this component by trep 2 Λ c and call it the variety of trace preserving 2-dimensional representations. To describe the coordinate ring of this component we can use trace zero generic 2 × 2 matrices
which drastically reduces the defining equations as T 2 and T S + ST are both scalar matrices for any trace zero 2 × 2 matrices. More precisely, we have Next, we will use the two idempotents e 1 = To recover trep 2 Λ c from this affine space we let GL 2 act on it. The subgroup of GL 2 fixing the matrix 1 0 0 −1 is T = { λ 0 0 µ | λ, µ ∈ C * }, the two-dimensional torus. There is an action of T on the product GL 2 × A 4 via t.(g, P ) = (gt −1 , t.P ) for all t ∈ T, g ∈ GL 2 and P ∈ A 4 and where t.P means the action by simultaneous conjugation by the 2 × 2 matrix t ∈ T ⊂ GL 2 on the three 2 × 2 matrix-components of P . In particular, the conifold algebra Λ c is the quiver-order α CQ.
Proposition 5.8. Under the action-map
For the quiver-setting (Q, α) there are essentially two stability structures : θ = (−1, 1) and θ ′ = (1, −1). Again, we can use elementary arguments in this case to calculate the moduli spaces. 
